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This irresistible collection offers 101 original knitting projects for babies and toddlers â€” each using

just a single skein of yarn! From mittens and hats to tees, sweaters, hoodies, pants, dresses, socks,

and bootees, youâ€™ll find the perfect wearable for every child and every occasion. Youâ€™ll also

discover beautiful bibs, blankets, and sleep sacks, plus adorable stuffed toys, blanket buddies, and

more. These beautiful projects were contributed by designers and crafters around the world, and

each comes with complete step-by-step instructions and a photograph of the finished piece. Â 
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â€œThis charming book should be in every knitterâ€™s library! The yarns are lovely, and there are

contributions from a wide range of talented designers.â€• â€” Jil Eaton, author of Jil Eatonâ€™s

Knitting School and knitting pattern designer at MinnowKnits â€œJudith has done it again with

something for every baby and every knitter. There are simple projects and more complex projects,

and every one of them is chock-full of cute!â€• â€” Susan B. Anderson, author of Itty-Bitty Toys and

Topsy-Turvy Inside-Out Knit Toys "From garments for baby&#39;s head, body, toes, and beyond,

this book is bursting with cuteness!â€• â€” Vickie Howell, Designer, & Yarnspirations International

Spokesperson

Cute and Cuddly Knit your beautiful single skeins into darling wearables, toys, blankets, and



accessories for baby. Comforting and cozy for infants or stylish and sturdy for active toddlers,

there&#39;s a perfect pattern for every child, every occasion.

I am blown away by the wonderful projects included in this book. I have a grandchild on the way and

another one who is still a toddler and I was looking for a set of projects that I could accomplish fairly

quickly while using up some of the extra skeins of yarn I have."One-Skein Wonders for Babies" is

exactly the book I wanted and needed. I wasn't aware of this series of books, but apparently this is

the six edition in the series. I will certainly be purchasing the others (I see one is crochet, too!)The

projects are by many different designers and range from clothing to blankets to toys and lots of

other fun stuff in-between. The chapter titles tell it all:1. Little Ensembles2. Little Tops3. Little

Bottoms4. Little Dresses5. Little Hats6. Little Socks and Bootees7. Little Accessories8. Little

Blankets9. Little Toys10. Little MiscellanyEach chapter has many different entries, so there is a wide

range of projects to chose from. I really like that there are patterns for items for girls and boys and

those which are gender neutral. My toddler grandchild is a boy but the baby-on-the-way is not yet

known, so I will start with a gender neutral matching pair for the two of them.The projects are

well-laid out with comprehensive directions. I am a much stronger crocheter than knitter but I think I

can tackle any one of these projects and get them done well. Each pattern includes the size(s) the

pattern can make, the type actually used and amount of yarn needed, needles used, gauge, and

extra supplies you will need. This makes it simple to follow along, or if you prefer, to swap out for the

yarn that you have on-hand.The photographs in the book are outstanding and make each project a

joy to behold. The back of the book has general directions for knitting information and additionally,

lists the designers for the various items. This is great if you are really like a particular style and want

to see if the designer has additional patterns available that might suit your taste.I received a digital

ARC copy of this book from the publisher, Storey Publishing, LLC, via Netgalley. I have also

purchased a hard-copy to have in my library and to use often.

really comes in handy for gifts and also sales for Christmas bazaar items.

Lots of goodies to knit for the little ones in your life. Highly recommend. I would also highly

recommend all of the other "One-Skein Wonders" books for anyone's knittting library. There's

something to interest everyone in each book. I have used them time and again, not only for the

patterns, but for inspiration. There is also a handy glossary of knittting terms and instructions in the

back of each book.



Sweet book of baby clothes to knit, highly recommend

Have almost every one-skein book, We finally have babies in our family again and it was fun to

spend time looking at all the fun things to make with the all my 1 skein and left over balls of yarn.

Worth every penny!

Many wonderful creative projects. Be advised that many of the patterns have charts and no written

directions to match. Some knitters, like me, are not chart-friendly.

Highly recommend this book. There are many cute patterns. Sometimes I prefer a book over an

online pattern.

Nice book. Useful.
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